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                        Monthly Dashboard 
           Seniors                                  Juniors



Mon Opec Main focus on Opec where both Seniors and Juniors had a solid up day.

Tues Low participation by both Senior and Juniors

Wed Seniors performance well in Equity and Oil. Juniors took a hit on a false break in Gold. 

Thur Day characterized by many news releases, mainly from Bank of England and in the energy sector (energy crisis narrative still 
very much in place). Seniors overpermomed Juniors by taking full advantage of Boe news in the Bond`s landscape.

Fri NFP NFP release was very similar of what we had in September.  The main struggle was in S&P where we did not have a 
continuation and many traders got trapped in the range. Best performance comes from a simplistic take. Juniors 
overperformed Senior. 

 Seniors VS Juniors
Week One 04/10/2021 to 08/10/2021



 Technical VS Fundamentals
Week One 04/10/2021 to 08/10/2021 
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Mon Technical trader showed an higher conviction in the oil play. They overperformed Fundamental trader.

Tues Low participation by both.

Wed Liquidation move in the equity space before the reverse in the afternoon.
Fundamental traders overperformed Technical traders. They did very good over a news about oil(“US 
considers releasing emergency oil reserves to tame fuel price surge”) and about US equity(“MCCONNEL to 
offer democrats option to end debt-limit impasse) 

Thur BOE news:“BOE Pill says inflation concerns are growing in UK”. While Fundamental traders did very good on 
BOE speaker Technical traders did better on the energy selector playing the reversal on oil. Both fundamental 
and technical traders had a solid up day

Fri No clear direction following the release of NFP. Fundamental traders struggled more than technical traders.



 Seniors  VS Juniors
Week Two 11/10/2021 to 15/10/2021

Mon US bank holiday One Senior Trader did perform well in Bund, except that trader, mix performance overall with small positive pnl for 
Seniors and Juniors

Tues UK employment+ZEW No major outline performance, muted activity on Seniors side, one Junior did perform on commodities market (Brn)

Wed US CPI + FOMC minutes + WTI 
COMMENTS

Most busy day for all Traders, negative performance for both Seniors and juniors with specific loses on WTI 
comments that was bearish on headlines but bullish oil market squeeze up. Loses on Seniors came on equities and 
NQ on sideway reaction CPI. Juniors lost on Bund sideway reaction to CPI

Thur BOE Comments Seniors Traders lost on BOE Comments from Mann on UK bonds L (3 Month Sterling) and R (long gilt futures), One 
senior Trader (same as Monday) was able to take profit on Bund.

Fri Equities OPEX Traders were not active despite Opex on equities, no opportunities taken, loses on CL for Juniors.



 Technical VS Fundamentals

Mon Technical traders were more selective with less activity but better pnl. One Senior Technical trader shorted bund with 350 lots 
on retest of previous week lows pull back. Fundamentals struggle in Technical markets

Tues No events, still Technical Traders outperformed Fundamentals when no events

Wed Majority of Fundamental Traders loss because of the first selloff reaction on US Treasuries, some have tried to take long 
position to trade the fade but unsuccessful.  No traders were able to take the bullish reversal on GC after CPI despite having 
this pattern repeating itself. Technical Traders have been able to manage the day with some positive when Fundamentals took 
the hit and were not able to reduce loses.

Thur Technical traders overperformed Fundamental traders with one Senior Tech Trader (same one as Monday) taking bund bullish 
trend day after breaking key resistance on the upside. Fundamentals lost on BOE comments from Mann on UK treasuries.

Fri Technical traders overperformed Fundamental on non event day. 

Week Two 11/10/2021 to 15/10/2021
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 Seniors     VS Juniors
Week Three 18/10/2021 to 22/10/2021

Mon Main focus is on the moves in UK short end now pricing 2 hikes this year - markets seem unsure how to take the inflation/rates story at the moment so dramatic whippy move in bonds with 
big flattening. Both Seniors and Juniors traders struggled in this context with very few exception. Equity volume has dropped and seem post OpEx they are set for move back to record 
highs.

Tues Movement in bonds still the main focus big shift down in long end eventually dragged short end in Europe. Bonds all dropped from the US open whilst equities ground higher and oil 
stabilised above 81.00. Pound still the outperformer on rates. Ecb speaker comment at the end of the day. Pretty flat day until that points. Senior did ok while junior come up short and gave 
back big chunk of the move when Bonds failed to maintain direction

Wed Technically Bund offer a decent reversal xmas tree profile S and P gap up volatility very low small range but failed to reach record highs due to lack of volume to push higher. Oil gave dip 
out of range 81.67/09 at open and failed to stayed down reversing fully through the range on the data to new highs since 2014.No major outline performance,mix performance overall with 
small positive pnl for seniors and Juniors with an exception from a Junior trader that was able to do very good in Oil and Gold

Thur Bonds more subdued and more correlated 2s to 10s but 30 years particularly Buxl rallied on its own. Another slow struggle higher for SPoo. Oil couldn't hold gain at top of range and swept 
down.Down day for both Seniors and Juniors with very few expectation. 

Fri fundamentally Powell comment were the main driving move - no mention of transitory and heightened risk of inflation persistently above target led a possibility of rate hikes coming earlier 
than the end of taper which now seem very clear to end mid 22. Drop in gold most dramatic on Powell and continued whilst bonds turned - gold still following 2year short term drop in gold 
continued once 2 year stalled whilst 30 year made new highs on risks to growth/stagflation.S+P and Oil continue to highs - seem the energy/supply issue have abated. Juniors 
overperformed Seniors mainly in Gold. Seniors traders get caught off guard in Gold and Bond space.



 Technical VS Fundamentals

Mon Only a technical trader were able to perform playing a technical play on BTP. Except for him small up for the 
rest of Technical and fundamental traders struggled. The major loses for technical trader were taken in Oil and 
Gold while the Fundamental traders took a big hit on Gilt 

Tues Both technical and fundamental traders had a good day. Most of the profit made comes from the Bond space

Wed No major outline performance, Both technical and fundamental traders finished up. The most profit from 
fundamental came from Bund, Copper and Etherum while Technical traders performance came mainly from Oil 
and Gold

Thur Technical traders struggled more than fundamental. Big hit for technical came from Bund and Oil

Fri Both technical and fundamental traders finished small down. the exception comes from very few technical 
traders that were able to make the most of the big drop we saw in Gold before the reverse

Week Three 18/10/2021 to 22/10/2021
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 Seniors  VS Juniors
Week Four 25/10/2021 to 29/10/2021

Mon Very quiet day, light volume across the board only speaker Tenreyro said very little. Bid in US bonds from 2.15pm led by short end dragged gold higher. 
S&P continuing to push record high on low volatility/volume. Low activity from both juniors and seniors.Seniors were able to perform in Bitcoin and Nasdaq 
although finished down because a hit they took in Bund. Juniors finished small down.

Tues  EU equities broken weekly range/flag but put in liquidation day rather than trend , Dax failed at first major resistance 15765 and balanced. Long end Bonds 
small bids but no real continuation.Solid up day for most of the Senior and Juniors traders when most of the profit came from Bund and European equity

Wed BOC Huge flattening led by long end in the morning on back of AUD news and continued with lower Gilt remit around midday. The start of the move was same 
time (0900) as Tuesday. Big hawkish surprise from BOC to stop QE dropped short end and made flattening more obvious, long end would not stay down. 
Muted action in other assets. An other solid up day for most of the Seniors that went short CGB and long Canadian Dollar. Juniors trader were not able to 
replicate Seniors performance, most of them finished down.

Thur ECB Limited trade before ECB. ECB dropped “temporary” relating to inflation and soft push back on pricing for 2 hikes next year during q&a. Long end flattening 
at 1245 on no policy change. Short end flattened during presser, same trade as BOC when Schatz hit yield -.571( highest for 2 years) and bounced long 
end took out highs of ECB move. Main performance on initial drop, about 1/3 got on reversal but no one fully capitalised on it.
The long end reversal has to be one of the months top trades.
Very good day for Seniors that were able to make the most of the Ecb press conference.Juniors, relative speaking, were not able to perform as good with 
few exceptions. Most of the profit came from the German Bonds space. 

Fri Equity volatility picked up following a dip in the EU morning session - big move in Euro as Dollar strengthened - it gave back all of the ECB move and more 
to reach low of range 1.1547. Very limited month end moves in S+P/Oil/EU stocks.Down day for both Seniors and Juniors with very few expectation



 Technical  VS Fundamentals

Mon No major outline performance. Although Fundamentals traders were able to get on a bitcoin move struggled 
more than Technical trader. Fundamental traders were not able to recover from the lost they took on Bund

Tues Up solid day for technical trader, where most of the profit came from the up move we saw in Bund and 
European Equity.Few of them were also able to get on the liquidation move we had in Gold.Flat day for most of 
Fundamental traders  

Wed Fundamental traders overperformed Technical traders, a very news driven day highlight Fundamental traders 
skills while Technical traders struggled to keep it up. The main struggle for the technical traders came from the 
Oil market where a very chop day took off the guard most of them

Thur Fundamental traders once again overperformed Technical trader 

Fri Both Technical and fundamental traders lost money. The biggest losses came from the bonds market, very 
choppy and very hard to find a direction

Week Four 25/10/2021 to 29/10/2021
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Coach’s Corner summary of the Month

Eric On equity side, October was the month of the earnings season in which we have witnessed a lack of volatility with a bullish momentum that is driving the overall trend over 
the past month. So the main takeaway was to spot possible opportunities on continuation of bullish trend. Note that in that environment, the OPEX and Month have been 
muted.

- In house traders have not been significantly involved in equities in October and Except some key moment like Opex, Month End or Cash open. I am not expected 
November to be different in terms of price action if volatility stays low, same for trader’s activity. 

Bonds all around the worlds have been the most active since inflation coming from energy and commodities have become first on news headlines and then transfer into 
Central Bank.The increase volatility in Bund from early in the month was an indicator of more participants involvement 

- In house traders have taken advantage of Central bank volatility from BOC and ECB. Technical traders have taken advantage with trend day in Bund. Traders are 
looking for FOMC and BOE for November and I am expected Bonds to be the main markets in focus for November for most traders.

Gold stayed one of the most volatile market but despite some intraday opportunities, specially from 1.00PM UK and on CPI. Gold in the overall big picture was lacking 
directional pattern and this set up, if not changed with central banks action, could be the expected price action up to the end of the year.

- In House traders have not been much involved in intraday technical play. Like in October, except CPI, central bank, or any major break of monthly levels, I am not 
expected GC to change its current price action and traders will probably not be much involved.

Oil stayed in a bullish trend channel over October with some sweep down on some key supports that could give opp to be short but important to measure the target as CL 
was often very quickly revering and the main pattern for October was those bullish reversal. So the takeaway is that in a bullish trend, before it shifts momentum, there are 
some bearish opportunities but their target have to be measure.

- In house traders have struggle on news over WTI and have not taken reversal technical patterns. Except news on OPEC or any breaks of major weekly level, I am 
not expected  WTI to change its current price action and we will monitor how traders adapt to a volatile but sideway market.

FX : No particular pattern or opportunities in October, no traders have been involved. For November, Except CB, on a daily basis, I am not expected Traders to be involved.

Eric’s Pattern of the Month WTI Bullish reversal

Dates Time

07/12/13/14/19/20/21/26/28/29 2.00 PM and 4.00 PM UK


